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Bob Wells
Stephen Whitehead
David Fuller
Bill Hogrewe

Executive Committee: The Board’s Executive Committee met on Tuesday, November 2, to set the
agenda for this board meeting.

November meeting called to order: 6:05
Approval of Minutes

Welcome from Station Manager: Tim Russo

REPORTS:

Annual Report 2021 - Verity Matthews, membership coordinator

Annual fiscal year components and proportions:

On-Air drives: $208K
SOLR: $218 (EFT’s & cards)
Mailings: $38K
Year-end: $39K
CO Gives: $37K
Car donations: $48K
Community Shares: $1.5K
Corporate matches: $5K

FY20-21 Membership Goals and Recap:
Goal: to increase overall membership revenue by about $5K (or roughly 1% over last year). Integration of
new membership database software (Salesforce).

FY20-21 Membership Highlights:
● Exceeded revenue goal (106%)
● Transition from Memsys to Salesforce
● Integrations

○ Donation forms to Salesforce
○ Mailchimp to Salesforce

Membership By The Numbers

Car Donations: 81 Cars were donated this year through:
● Charitable Adults Rides and Services (CARS)
● Total Revenue: $48K

FY2020-2021: average car brought us $577.64
FY2019-2020: average car brought us $275.45
FY2018-2019: average car brought us $276.81
FY2018-2019: average car brought us $274.04
FY2017-2018: average car brought us $312.50



Drive revenues from on-air portion: ($ in thousands)
Year Fall Summer Spring
2021* $103 $27 $105
2020 $122 $38 $71
2019 $111 $20 $89
2018 $114 $20 $72
2017 $109 $26 $96

*Numbers for the Fall 2021 drive are not yet complete as renewal letters are still coming in

Donors by season:
Seasons: SPRING = early January – end of summer
drive  Fall = end of summer drive – early January

Drive NEW RENEW proportion new

Fall 21***

Fall 20
Spring 20*

Fall 19
Spring 19*
###

152 163

133 160
###

744 1067

702 714

###

20% 15%

19% 17%

Fall 18 151 694 17%
Spring 18* 179 913 20%

Fall 17 162 981 17%
Spring 17* 261 1157 23%

*numbers pulled from seasonal campaigns
*** Note, because of the transition to SF, these numbers Fall 2021, cannot yet be
counted on as accurate - stay tuned for updates during the year

SOLR = $218K annually (AVERAGE GIFT $12.39):
monthly EFT members and average monthly donation

2021 1,118 Average $12.05
2020 1,122 $12.27
2019 806 $13.76
2018 1,196 $13.58
2017 1,195 $12.66
2016 1,146 $12.30
2015 1,026 $12.30
2014 915 $12.14

monthly credit card users and average monthly donation
2021 341 Average $12.64
2020 358 $12.51
2019 320 $10.95
2018 285 $10
2017 225

Year-End Campaign: mailing & Cyber drive (does NOT include
COGIVES) 2021 (Goal) $35K
2020 $39K



2019 $37K
2018 $40K
2017 $45K

CO Gives:
2021 (Goal) $27K
2020 $37K
2019 $28K
2018 $26K
2017 $23K

Year-End Totals:
2020 (Goal) $62K
2020 $76K
2019 $65K
2018 $66K
2017 $68K

FY21-22 Membership Goals:
Prove that Donor Fatigue can be overcome.

Despite the fact that the pandemic is still with us and contentious midterm elections are on the horizon,
the membership department is increasing our goals in three areas for FY21-22:

● Car Donations
○ Though the number of vehicle donations was down this year, efforts to entice listeners  to

donate cars with more value proved successful
○ As Car Donations are transitioned back into the membership department, the  Membership

Coordinator will work with the Development Director to establish rotation  of
“communications wheel” to promote vehicle donation program

● Colorado Gives
○ Development Director and Membership Coordinator will produce a 4-part series of

testimonials and promos
○ Print ads, social media promotion and landing page

● Memberships - Other
(Stewardship and Cultivation)

○ Prompt, personalized, passionate, positive acknowledgement of gifts (that’s where y’all
come in!)

○ Maximize current donors (renewal emails/letters/AG campaigns)
○ Treat every donor like they are a major donor (quarterly KGNU Update postcards -

segment TBD)

Other projects:
● Revamp membership benefits and card - new community partnerships, incentives to give
Pitching academy
● Bi-annual volunteer appreciation events (in lieu of full phone volunteer staff in building during

drives)
● Promote goodwill and unity among staff - there has been a lot this year.

Annual Report 2021 - Shannon Young, News Director, assumed role in April 2021

Goals



● Make the workload sustainable

- Urgent need for webmaster/social media engagement role
- Recruit and train volunteers/interns
- Grant funding for freelancers
- Encourage return of live in-studio production

Details: Current paid and unpaid staffing levels create an in-house content production workload burden
that does not allow for much strategic planning, collaborative development nor growth.  The dynamics of
the pandemic and turnover have affected participation in News and Public  Affairs programming. The
status quo is a recipe for burnout and continued turnover.

The position left vacant by the departure of digital news content creators from staff has yet to be posted
or filled and current staffing levels cannot permanently absorb the workload. The role does not have to
be filled by a radio journalist - nor focus solely on newsroom needs - but does require excellent copy and
audio editing, graphic design, social media management and web posting skills to improve and
coordinate KGNU’s online presence.

● Improve the quality of what is broadcast

- Encourage programmers to return to the studio
- If not in-studio, better training on pre-production
- Opportunities to check out USB mics for remote production?
- Make syndicated programming changes that favor production quality
- Grant funding for paid internships/freelancers

Details: Many people continue to produce remote programming at oftentimes varying levels of
consistency, skill and technical quality. The studios are available to regular volunteers for both  live
hosting or pre-production, but most public affairs volunteers continue to favor remote  production. I would
like to see more producers come into the studio to produce or pre-produce  programs so that the overall
sound of the station moves away from “webcam mic on both ends.”

● Improve on-air diversity

- Better reflect the range of residents who live in the signal area, not just the
dominant demographic of the city of Boulder

- Bring in new voices and perspectives
- Intentional recruiting efforts in Denver metro area
- Time and resources for training, room for airtime
- Grant funding for paid internships/freelancers

- Make changes to nationally syndicated programming that values diverse
newsrooms and on-mic sources from a wide range of backgrounds

Details: The programming could and should better reflect the demographic range of residents in the
signal area, but in practice trends heavily towards a single demographic.

For locally produced programming, I would like to see KGNU invest in, and/or seek out grant
opportunities for, a paid internship program or freelance budget to bring in people who otherwise
couldn’t afford to participate.

For nationally-produced programming, I would like to swap out programs that skew towards
opinion-driven monologues and homogeneity in guest choices for news programming from diverse
newsrooms in which hosts and reporters seek out perspectives of people not regularly featured on the
airwaves. I initiated talks with PRX and we currently have a generous offer on the table.



Grant funding

I have worked with Development Director Sarah Shirazi to seek out grant funding to expand capacity
and potentially create a freelance budget.

KGNU’s newsroom is also actively participating in grant-funded collaborations with the Rocky
Mountain Community Radio coalition.

We are also carrying out grant-funded work through CoLab.

I am continuing the work of my predecessors on “The Brink” series with students at CU-Boulder, which
brings grant funding into the station and creates opportunities for college students to come into the
station.

Annual Report 2021 - Sarah Shirazi, Development Director

November 2021 (FY 20-2021) Scope of Work
➔ Grants
➔ Major Donors
➔ Planned Giving
➔ Underwriting
➔ Events
➔ Membership

◆ Drives
◆ Acquisition
◆ End of Year Fundraising
◆ Organizational Memberships

➔ Marketing, Communications, and Public Relations
◆ Social Media, Fundraising and Marketing Emails & Monthly Newsletters, Press

➔ Trades
➔ Community Engagement
➔ Overall, we exceeded our operating revenue goal for FY 20-21

◆ Budget $956,400
◆ Actual $1,116,880

Grants

➢ Unrestricted Goal $144,500
➢ Actual- $141,972
➢ Restricted Goal - $0
➢ Actual - $82,196

➢ Achievements Include receiving general operating support grants, COVID 19 Relief Grants
including from Bonfils Station, Project Grants for Vaccine  Hesitancy, Denver Human Together
(Equipment Access Program- $10,000)  Boulder Media Gardens from Arts in Society, Boulder
County Zero Waste  Funding, Sustainable Publishing Solutions $20,000 to build a new
website.  Received a scholarship to attend the Lenfest Institute for Advanced Grant  Writing
workshop (Spring 2021), Rev Lab, and Texas Tribune.

➢ SMARTIE Goals FY 20-21

Secure strategic Multi-Year GOS Grant from the Boulder Arts Commission  and others (2022



Renewal Year for a three-year GOS grant); secure strategic  project grants, apply feedback and
lessons learned towards improving our grant applications and overall strategy. Meet or exceed
budget goals or  unrestricted grants: $106,000. Achieve revenue target by using grant
application and reporting schedule; Research and apply for GOS and project  grants. Continue to
make stronger connections with both local and national  funders. Attend professional
development workshops.

Membership

➢ Achievements include successful fund drives, car donation program, and end-of-year
fundraising campaigns. Executed coordinated marketing plan  across on-air, email, and digital
channels, secured $5,000 News Match from Colorado Media Project, also secured it for this
year.

○ Car Donations: Goal $32,000 Actual - $48,136
○ Colorado Gives Day: Goal $27k –Actual $36,822
○ Year-End: Goal $25k – Actual $39,438

➢ SMARTIE Goals FY 20-21
Work with Membership Coordinator to implement stronger new member acquisition plans and
corresponding community engagement and outreach  targets. Improve communication and
marketing strategies with corresponding market segments. Continue to prioritize donor-centric
communications with donors for cultivation purposes; work with Kenneth to focus on growing
Organizational Membership program, meet the goal of  $10,000 by bringing on 10 new
members giving $500 or more).

Major Donors & Planned Giving

➢ Achievements include raising matching challenge grants for the Fall and  Spring fund drives.
Strong cultivation has led to steady growth and new  opportunities. This year I became a Veritus
Scholar- finished the Major Donor Gift Academy by the CPB and Greater Public, facilitated by
Veritus Group,  learned new strategies and systems for organizing customized major donor
plans. In the area of planned giving, we made Improvements to mechanisms to follow up with
prospective donors.

Year Fall Cycle
Snapshot
Challenge

2015 $29,110

2016 $35,425

2017 $43,365

2018 $37,515

2019 $39,530



2020 $45,480

2021 $48,325

➢ SMARTIE GOALS FY 21-22

Create customized major donors and planned giving prospect plans from a caseload of approx
70-100 donors. Focus on qualification, prospecting, cultivation, and stewardship of major donors
and planned giving donors;  Continue to learn their passions and interests and create specific
cultivation plans for each donor. Cultivate and solicit major donors to participate in the Capital
Expansion Campaign. Execute consistent marketing throughout the year for bequests, planned
giving, IRA rollovers, stocks and bonds, corporate giving. Improve “public-facing” aspects of
Legacy Program, website  recognition, etc.

Underwriting

➢ Goal $70,000
➢ Actual $65,041.32
➢ Achievements include implementing an underwriting/Salesforce database, developing and

implementing strong marketing campaigns that resulted in securing many new clients, and
sponsors through direct mail, on-air, social  media, and email marketing channels.

➢ SMARTIE Goals FY 21-22
Our team will meet or exceed the goal of $90,000- by continuing to  strengthen systems and
marketing campaigns. Our team will also focus on  boosting revenue from new app and other
digital product offerings. Meet consistent revenue targets of $7,500/ mo or more by focusing on
upgrading  current clients, and securing larger clients with contracts of $3-8k or more.  Work
intentionally towards securing relationships with POC businesses across the Front Range.

Special Events
➢ Goal $20,000
➢ Gross Revenue $27,456
➢ Actual Net Revenue $22,137

○ Events
■ Mardi Gras Bash - Feb 13, 2021 (Virtual event and live broadcast)
■ Your Life, Your Story - April 28, 2021 (virtual storytelling

workshop)
■ The Charles- July 18 (in person)
■ Yard Bazaar Denver Sep. 4 (Dave)

○ Canceled Events: Plant Sale 2021

➢ Achievements include strengthening our ROI and more sponsorships, lower  expenses (Approx.
$5,500). Overall, we hosted well-attended, quality events, and secured new sponsorships and
partnerships. I am pleased with our  efforts to pivot and turn challenges into opportunities,
creating creative ways  to host events in the era of COVID-19 and then transition back to
in-person  events. Big thanks and props to the Events Committee, staff members Dave, Indra,
George, Evan, Rossana, Timo, and Verity for their hard work in helping out with special events.



➢ SMARTIE Goals FY 21-22
Continue to focus on events that yield $5,000 or more in revenue, solicit new  business
sponsorships and work with the Events Committee. Continue to develop plans with the Events
Committee to implement new strategies and  events that will increase our ROI and continue to
create opportunities to gather in person safely. Secure support to host free events with grant
support. Work intentionally towards securing more partnerships and continuing partnerships led
by POC businesses across the Front Range.

Communications, Marketing, Social Media & Public Relations

➢ Achievements include working with a group of volunteers to voice and  record on-air promos and
underwriting spots. We focused on high quality and  quantity of messages spanning a variety of
campaigns - events, drives, car  donation, IRA, end of the year, TRENDS podcast, Destination
Freedom Black Radio Days, Live broadcasts, and much more. I continued to strengthen the
monthly Radio Waves Email Newsletter both in content and presentation  (working with staff).
Implemented the marketing plan for the new KGNU App via various platforms. Launched a new
bilingual monthly Latinx newsletter  working with Rossana and Martin to select content and
translate the  newsletter.

➢ SMARTIE Goals FY 22-22
Continue to strengthen communications and corresponding segments.  Continue to grow social
media presence and community engagement  outcomes. Create a sustainable plan to increase
audience engagement Digital  etc. Continue to expand plans for App Promotions, FY 21-22.
Grow outreach  partnerships and cross collaborations with local media, and BIPOC media
outlets specifically.

Trades + Partnerships

➢ Achievements include partnerships with Livewire (internet) and Building  Bridges (DEI), and
renewing partnerships with Longmont Museum, Dairy Arts Center, Westword, Highland City
Club, and others. We tracked $206,148.29  in-kind goods and services for FY 19-20.

➢ SMARTIE GOALS FY 21-22
Continue to secure lucrative and mutually beneficial partnerships, sponsorships, and
trade relationships. Focus on boosting partnerships, diversifying, improving cultivation
strategies, and MOVES management.

Community Engagement

➢ Achievements include creating a new online jotform to help establish a  more transparent
process. We secured 32 Total Community Calendar  partnerships organized this year,
compared to two years ago, where we had  many 58 partnerships in FY 18-19. Dave organized
10 partnerships– primarily in the Denver Metro area, Sarah organized 22– primarily in the
Boulder County area. Also include Sponsorship partnerships with the Louisville Street Faire,
Mapleton Porchfest (Live Broadcast), and Suave Fest. We also  partnered very closely with the
Longmont Museum and served as media  sponsors for their Earth Day panel discussions in
April. Susan Moran of How  on Earth was the panel moderator for four lectures/ panel
discussions.

➢ SMARTIE GOALS FY 21-22

Diversify partnerships based on strategic growth goals, seek out more  partnerships with Latino



Community and cultural brokers; More partnerships  with Fort Collins, Lafayette, and
Longmont-based events and organizations;  Continue to create beneficial relationships and
promotional trades to elevate  KGNU’s presence across the Front Range.

Summary of FY 21-22 SMARTIE Goals
➢ Meet or exceed financial targets for FY 21-22 - budget goals
➢ Grow membership revenues through improved new donor acquisition, growth  of organizational

memberships through strategic partnerships and  relationships
➢ Secure strategic multi-year GOS grants and strategic project grants. ➢ Develop strong
prospecting, qualification, cultivation, and stewardship plans  for major donors: create a seamless
major donor to the planned giving  pipeline to work towards meeting operational and capital
expansion  campaign goals.
➢ Work with more BIPOC business partners.
➢ Consistent Marketing for all programs.
➢ Implement Brand Guide.
➢ Events: Strengthen Return on Investment (ROI) improve sponsorship  partnerships.
➢ Work closely with the Membership Coordinator, Board of Directors, Events  Committee,
Budget Committee, Communications Working Group, Station  Manager, and Underwriting

Representative and staff to achieve goals.
➢ Prioritize personal professional development and integration of diversity, equity, and

inclusion in everything that I do.

Annual Report 2021 - Rossana Longo Better, Bilingual Equity Reporter

As the Bilingual Equity Reporter, I continue to bring a unique perspective, not only as a biracial,
indigenous Latina but also a person with an invisible disability.

Accomplishments:
● Continue to translate, produce and publish daily headlines, “Titulares” in Spanish,  Monday
through Friday; distributed on-air and posted on social media channels
● Posted headlines, TRENDS podcast dairies, Storytellers of Color, and all the weekly reports I
produced on the News.KGNU.ORG website and on our Facebook page.
● Deliver two to three reports weekly for the Morning Magazine
● Production of the TRENDS Podcast with little editorial and technical support
● Launched a new Spanish Newsletter with Development Director’s support
● Production of A Public Affair content with encouragement from News Director
● Created a new monthly program: Storytellers of Color to provide a safe space for media
producers
● Actively participated in Journos of Color and Latinx Voices Workgroup
● Increase responsibility and action to support our Fund Drives, ie. live pitching recorded  pitches,
and personal fundraising appeals to networks and friends
● Outreach to CU Boulder’s CMCI and Spanish Department to begin to train volunteers
● Represented KGNU in debates, panel discussions, and workshops
● Facilitated dozens of community conversations and community engagement journalism

interviews via video, distributed on Facebook.
● Connected the underwriting team to nonprofit organizations

My scope of work evolved and expanded throughout the course of the year. After Maeve Conran, our
former News Director, left KGNU in Oct. 2021; in addition to producing the TRENDS Podcast and
production of daily headlines, I contributed more frequently to the daily reporting, working closely with
Roz Brown and Sam Fuqua. Today, I help choose the topic and  the focus of my reports, and also
continue to amplify the voices of the underrepresented and  bring more bilingual content to our



airwaves.

In response to the program change and addition of Radio Billingue’s Linea Abierta, Monday Friday,
Sarah and I created a monthly Bilingual Newsletter in Spanish and English to highlight our growing
Spanish language reporting which fills an important news information gap. As we  continue to build our
Latinx audience, the newsletter highlights the solutions based, equity  reporting that has been nationally
recognized. A major focus of my work is to help build the bilingual Spanish language reporting,
community engagement and audience development that we did not have before my arrival at the station.
Because of the Equity Reporting Initiative (ERI)  many leaders in the community and community
members now know to reach out to KGNU to  request coverage of pertinent social justice issues.

As part of professional development work, this year I participated in and graduated from The TRENDS
Reporting Fellowship, a year-long program organized by KGNU and The Community  Foundation of
Boulder County. My participation in the program inspired me to propose a new  show to bring attention
to minority artists, communicators and media makers. Thanks to the  encouragement from new News
Director Shannon Young and additional support from well  known journalist Tina Griego from COLab
and to Diamond Hardiman, former director of New Voices Colorado, our new show Storytellers of Color
was launched in September 2021 to  provide a safe space for diverse BIPOC media producers and
communicators.

SMARTIE Goals for 2021-2202:
● Continue to produce an average of two to three weekly reports for our morning news  shows;

prioritize bilingual voices and diverse perspectives.
● Continue to post weekly reports on our website and share them in our social media to  drive

community engagement and a feedback loop between the News Department and  the
community.

● Seek professional development opportunities including training on improving social  media
presence; training to Improve video editing skills and other professional  development
opportunities.

● Continue to produce the Pasa la Voz show on Sunday afternoon as a call-in show where  the
community can participate and engage in timely issues.

● Continue and increase more bilingual and culturally relevant content in our website to  reflect
the diversity of our communities.

● Grow community engagement, and seek more collaborations with partner organizations,  to further
cement our image as a trusted source of reliable and relevant information.
● Continue to produce TRENDS podcasts, with certain enhancements and  modifications,*expanded
upon below.
● Recruit, mentor, and train more bilingual, BIPOC volunteers and interns to bring more  diversity to

our programming and provide critical media literacy and media training skills  for their personal
and professional development.

● Open the door widely to new bilingual volunteers to produce Spanish Headlines.
● Increase our participation in Community Conversations and community engagement
opportunities in order to continue to grow a media support group, and help shape the  role of the
media as we further expand our engagement of the Spanish speaking  community and expansion
of this audience.
● Ensure that the communities we serve remain informed about not only the COVID-19

pandemic but issues like housing and climate change.
● Improve our outreach and engagement to our Spanish speaking communities with our  monthly

Newsletters.
● Improve engagement of our video interviews posted on our social media platforms.
● Re-imagine the evolution and continuation of the ERI initiative and how the TRENDS  Podcast is
relevant in helping us achieve our objectives of providing solutions-based,  equity reporting,
highlighting the stories of those rendered invisible by traditional media  outlets, and those most
impacted.
● Publish weekly excerpts of the podcast leading up to its broadcast, in order to forward  promote



the program and generate excitement and anticipation as the podcast is being  produced.
● Focus more on the panel discussion that follows the airing of the podcast, with a keen  eye

towards solutions approaches during the discussion.
● Continue to report on issues that have been brought up in prior podcasts, but with a  deeper

focus on progress and solutions.

Annual Report 2021 - Kenneth Flowe, Underwriting Accounts Manager

2021 went by way too fast. But underwriting is excited to report a breakout year. We set out  with a
budgetary goal of $70,000, which proved to be a bit too ambitious. However we are  happy to report
reaching $65,041 in sales which represents a 19% increase over our highest  recorded year ($54,794 in
2020) despite the pandemic. This is attributed to the following:

● Client Retention: Contract Renewals such as Boulder Bookstore’s 7th annual contract     ●
Monthly Campaigns: Mailings predicated on specific themes such as Colorado Gives  Day
● Corporate Memberships: Such as Hofgard Law firm, and Outworld Brewing Restaurant
● Non Profit Memberships: For example the International Business Circle, and the NAACP
● Monthly Underwriting Subscriptions: Such as NOSH, Fringe Pizza, and Paradise Found  Records

There was an additional $6250 in Business & Non-Profit Memberships and $6000 in Events
Sponsorships. Both of which we hope to build on during the upcoming year.

Moving forward underwriting looks forward to reaching and surpassing its $90k 2022 goal. We  have
already seized the challenge as we prepare for

● Colorado Gives 2021
● Mardi Gras Celebration 2022
● Contract Renewal Season 2022

This year we look forward to sourcing (prospecting) the following to help to drive underwriting  sales to
reach our goals:

Boulder Chamber of Commerce for clients
Using the Book of list for leads
Fleshing out our community relations
Cultivating our nonprofit network

Annual Report 2021 - Indra Raj, Music Director

2021 has felt like a year “in limbo” as we continue to navigate running the radio station amidst a
pandemic, and the changes to our rules and regulations as we open back up and also have to  close
down again.

2020 has been an interesting year, to say the least, and the COVID-19 pandemic threw pretty  much
everything off for the music department in terms of goals for this year. Though it was a  disappointment
not to meet all the goals I had outlined for myself and the music department this  year and there were
many significant challenges to overcome in the wake of the pandemic,  COVID-19 has forced me and the
music department to pivot and completely rethink parts of  how the department works, which has had
unexpected silver linings, which I will highlight  throughout this report.



Highlights

Tickets and Presents Coordinator Position
This year, we were able to increase Carrie Marks hours with KGNU as the Ticket and Presents
Coordinator, which has been very beneficial for the functioning of some regular systems in the  music
department. As concerts and live events have come back in relative force, Carrie has  been able to
immediately respond to Presents opportunities and as a result, our Presents  Calendar is fuller and more
diverse across all angles than ever before. Moreover, with increased  hours, Carrie is able to arrange
beneficial interviews and studio sessions in a coordinated  manner, which has alleviated a lot of the
pressure on the Music Director to handle these  logistics.

Music DJ Trainings
We have continued to offer regular virtual DJ trainings for interested new music hosts, and a handful
of them have produced demos, started pre-recording Restless Mornings shows, and even moved
into hosting live on-air shifts. After seeing the benefits of an initial meeting with prospective DJs
(giving them an overview of the music department/ethos and an initial introduction to the process of
hosting a music show at KGNU), Indra, Joel, and Dave met to revamp the training process. Now,
with a more streamlined approach across both studios, we hope to have clearer messaging for
prospective DJs who want to get on the air.

AfterFM Update
Thanks to Evan and George, we were able to upgrade the AfterFM computer and software, and  the
functionality of that stream has improved greatly. Since the upgrade, I have only noticed one  drop,
presumably from an outage at the station. Otherwise, the software is working like a dream,  and switching
between live programming and playlists really well.
Summer Festivals
After essentially having a year “off” from live music festivals, many were back this summer and  we
resumed many of our normal summer outreach and streaming activities, including at  RockyGrass. We
also added some new live streams from PorchFest and Suave Fest, as well as  others.

In-studios/Interviews
With a gentle reintroduction to in-studio performances and interviews, we have been able to
successfully welcome in a number of guests into our studios through our music programming.  Notably,
we have hosted a series of Destination Freedom broadcasts during Kabaret this Fall,  which have been
excellent and well-received.

Galaxy
I have continued to utilize the Galaxy platform as much as possible to post resources for DJs,  including
guidelines for prerecording shows, studio rules (COVID-19), and regular documents  and information
that would be useful to DJs. I hope to flesh this out more in the coming year, to  make it a “one stop
shop” for most DJ questions that come up.

SMARTIE Goals

Goal: Complete Digital Library Setup in Boulder/Denver
This past year, we made significant progress in completing a digital library setup for Denver and  Boulder.
Our first attempt to have a working digital library was quickly thwarted by someone  accidentally deleting
all the files off the drive I had set up in Denver. Since then, we have  purchased network storage where
the digital library files can be stored and secured from this  type of thing. The next step is to set up a
working system in Boulder, as it is easier for me to test  the system regularly from that location. Once we



have something working well in Boulder, we  will quickly recreate it in Denver.

Goal: Implement regular music department-wide meetings
In lieu of regular show collective meetings, I’d like to implement 1-2 annual music department wide
meetings, where I can present general ideas and information for people involved in the  music
department at KGNU, but also where I can open up a forum for questions from DJs. I will  continue to
hold show collective meetings as time permits, but this will allow me to have a touch  point with everyone
in the department at least once a year.

Goal: On-boarding new DJs
COVID-19 made it difficult to onboard new DJs, as in-person trainings were difficult for over a  year. Now
that we have revamped the on-boarding process for new DJs and the opportunity to  train vaccinated new
DJs is an option, I would like to focus on bringing on the promising people  who have come through
KGNU’s “doors” the past year, and at the very least get them started on  the air.

Annual Report 2021 - George Figgs, Digital Content Manager

2021 saw a continuation of ongoing challenges as we address technical and operational needs  around
limited in-person presence at KGNU.

Throughout this process, we’ve been able to fine tune workflows and to address technical  issues as
they arise, finding short term fixes as well as planning for longer term solutions. Much  of my work has
been focused on the development of the new KGNU Mobile app, along with  support around virtual and
the return of in-person events. This year has also given us the  opportunity to step back and look at our
web and other digital systems to map out a plan to  move forward.

Review: 2020-2021 Outcomes

KGNU Mobile App
KGNU launched its mobile app in May. The app provides a live stream of KGNU and AfterFM,  along
with content featured on KGNU.org, News.KGNU.org, AfterFM.com, including featured  series’ such
as TRENDS.

Advance development work was needed on the back end to provide content feeds to the app  from
KGNU’s various platforms - like news, spotlight items, podcasts, and current program  information.

Worked with Sarah Shirazi on the promotion campaign.

We’ve had a good response, and growth, with ~900 unique users and ~7k sessions (longer than  30
min) in the last 30 days. 200+ daily sessions, trending upward.

Popular interactions include streaming, KGNU spotlights, archives, and news and music
content.



Reports for July 1, 2021 - Sep 30, 2021

Peaks are Saturday mornings, and the largest peak is RockyGrass. The smaller peaks are
Saturday mornings.

Total New Users: (i.e. downloads) since launching in May 2021: 2,433

The bump in July was during Rockygrass.



Top Content



User Demographics

USA - 98.7%

Denver, Colorado - 45.6%
Boulder, Colorado - 17.6%
Aurora, Colorado - 7.0%

iOS 66%, Android 34%

News Department / Programming Support

New Program - Linea Abierta added in December 2020 to early AM news lineup. Some  custom back
end server coding was required to schedule the recording and delivery of weekday  programming to
automation.

Worked with Hannah Leigh Myers on News.KGNU.org admin training and content publishing,  with
some changes implemented to improve workflow. Coordination with Hannah Leigh as she  transitioned
out of Creative Digital News Producer role.

Systems

Ticket Giveaways
We’ve transitioned to using jotform for ticket giveaways. Worked with Carrie Marks and Sean
Williams to get this implemented and for ongoing improvements and tweaks.

Archiving
We continue to look at more resilient archiving systems, with temporary currently in place, and  are
close to implementing a long term in house solution. We’ve had a temporary solution in  place since
midsummer.

Automation Administration
While most music shows are now done live in-studio, syndicated programs and many of the  volunteer
produced news programs are scheduled in automation. Daily and weekly routines are  in place to
schedule traffic content.

Stream Improvements - with Evan Perkins.
Changed stream format and plan - resulting in better sound quality and lower bandwidth
usage/costs.

Website Reorganization.
Backend planning work was done on building new components to replicate some current  functionality
on KGNU.org - largely around KGNU spotlight listings and playlist integration.  Resume in Fall 2021 per
grant. We’re thinking about options other than Comrad that are widely  used by other community radio
stations for playlist management.

Virtual and Resuming In-Person Events

Virtual Mardi Gras - Feb 13, 2020.
Produced the Zydeco dance lesson video with Andy Malkiel. Our second most popular video on



YouTube! (2.9k views vs. Chomsky at ~8k) Also provided admin and support with event  registration
forms and payment gateways.

Charles Sawtelle Mountain Jam - July 18, 2021.
Ticket portal setup on site stream / recording support.

RockyGrass - July 23-25.
On site coordination and production.

Mapleton Hill Porchfest - September 19th.
Production + Tech, Rossana Longo hosted.

Social Media Analytics Overview

Reach - number of individuals who have seen a post at least once.

Facebook: 2020 - 2021
● Likes: 11.7k, Followers: 13.2k
● Reach: 355.3k +59% from previous year.
● Top Posts: Jackie Venson concert promo Jun 27, 2021 Reach - 24.5k (organic), Duncan

Campbell August 6, 2021 23.9k (boosted)

Instagram: 2020 - 2021
● Followers: 3.6k
● Reach: 64,123 (-4%)
● Top Post: KGNU Presents May 25, 2021 4k (boosted)

Twitter 2020-2021
● 6k followers, 10-20 new followers per month.
● About 350-400 impressions per day. (Twitter doesn’t provide annual reports of

impressions)
● Top Tweet - King Soopers Mass shooting - 6.2k impressions, 26k impressions in March,  2021.

Web Analytics

KGNU.org + AfterFM + News

Page Views 2019-2020 2020-2021 Change

KGNU 263,202 257,314

AfterFM 281,544 227,088

News 111,252 82,251

Total 655,998 566,653 -14.6%

Page views are down 14.5% from the last fiscal year.



Speculating as to why web visits were down, it could be users are engaging more with social  media
(which is up), or just browsing the web less as social media gains ground. For News,  there weren’t any
‘big’ months like in 2020, where one particular post pushed up stats, like June  2020’s post on Boulder's
primary election results. (11k views)

News.KGNU.org - top stories: Covid, a 2014 Denver Pridefest piece, 2021 Ballot Issues.

Web Platforms:

Desktop: 50% (slight downtick)

Mobile: 47% ~ 2% uptick from 2019-2020

Tablet: 3%

2021-2022 Projects and Goals

Implement a robust local backup archive system.
Goal: deploy by the end of Nov, 2021.

Due to changes in KGNU’s internet provider, we’ve been experiencing fairly regular failures of  our
internet stream based archiving system.

Thus, to provide a more robust solution, I’ve been working on a stand alone archiving server  that isn’t
dependent on the internet or other external systems, other than a direct analog audio  input from our
signal path. This system would mimic the structure of our cloud / internet stream  based archiving, and
be easily accessible by other staff.

A short-term solution has been in place since July, but this requires extra support from staff to
access, thus less sustainable.

This system is currently running in test mode, and should be ready to be deployed to production  by the
end of the month, pending a few administrative code changes and operational decisions.

KGNU web platform reorganization.
We are in the process of evaluating KGNU’s web platforms, KGNU.org, AfterFM.com, and



News.KGNU.org

Rethink, Refine Current Systems
- Ongoing efforts to make our existing systems reliable
- Ongoing training to facilitate staff use of systems.

KGNU Mobile App - Continue to review, edit, refine content and presentation.

Annual Report 2021 - Dave Ashton, Denver Program Manager

Volunteer Coordination /Orientation /Scheduling/ Training
Hosted six virtual Volunteer Orientations and followed up with eight Dot Org Trainings online.
Coordinated in-person access codes, tours, and studio retraining for dozens of current  volunteers.
Managed scheduling of studio to accommodate pre-recording and other production  needs training
volunteers to manage the studio’s ‘on-air’ status.

Outreach/Community Engagement
Experimental “digital outreach” at online events from Youth on Record and Community Shares.
Coordinated and participated in-person outreach at Levitt Pavillion, Fox Theater, Dazzle,Yard  Bazaar,
DIY Casual Fest. Community engagement efforts included street promotions for Yard  Bazaar,
organizational help for Julian Assange June event, Art District on Santa Fe Street  Closure
entertainment. Organized twelve Community Calendar sponsorships

Office, Studio Maintenance / General Administration
Continual fine-tuning and troubleshooting of new studio audio and computers, coordination  between
volunteer needs and engineer work. Added emphasis on cleaning with studio  vacuuming, regular
studio wipe-downs, and regular maintenance of AM tower guy-line pits.  Better communication with
the engineering team and monitoring of the signal has meant less  time off-air on 1390AM and less
ongoing studio/audio issues.

GNU Digital Systems
Successfully adapted to using Galaxy platform for Volunteer communication, Libretime system  for
uploading Metro and music shows, Jotforms for Volunteer Orientations, Zoom for events and  trainings.

News Department Support
Our Dot Org training has been the primary training offered to new volunteers interested in News.  With
more Metros prerecorded, I have spent more time weekly editing and mixing. In this time I  have become
a weekly host on Thursday Metro, connecting with and covering dozens of  community and grassroots
organizations and individuals. In addition I carved out a space as a  literary critic, bringing a dozen or
more authors to the airwaves and putting our local particulars  into a global framework. My original field
reporting became a signature part of KGNU’s Morning  Magazine starting with summer 2020’s BLM
protests. I brought people-powered News content  back onto Eclipse interlaced with intricate music beds,
prompting one caller to christen these  sonic experiments “The Dope News.”

Following the new News Director’s arrival I quickly became KGNU’s “on-assignment” reporter in  Denver.
Subsequently, developed skills in lede writing and tight editing to meet new standards.  Several of these
Mag pieces have received statewide airplay through RMCR. Through my field  reporting I met and
successfully recruited an MSU Journalism student who has quickly become  productive. Finally, I
established a Denver based collective to produce two monthly episodes of It’s the Economy using a
collaborative editorial approach, with regular editorial meetings. Am  also participating in the revitalization
of The Labor Exchange on Mondays, with coverage of the  emerging labor movement.



Denver Studio Move
Over the course of weeks and months coordinated and carried out the move of studio and office  from
Kalamath St. to Arapahoe St. and into storage. Due to COVID and KGNU’s distancing  protocols solicited
no volunteer help with the many loads in my personal vehicle. Subsequent  costly repair to U-Bolt on my
vehicle. Tenant finish of studio space with soundproofing while  keeping associated costs minimal by
coordinating with a highly qualified volunteer. Assisted in  Orange and Purple studio installations. A big lift
physically and metaphorically. Reviewed  floorplan sketches for the studio layout, inventoried the Denver
studio equipment, met with  RMPM for policy and on-boarding, coordinated with our engineering team,
and researched  parking and storage options.

Online Events Expansion
Took lead role in producing KGNU’s virtual Mardi Gras celebration, Summer and Fall virtual
Volunteer Appreciation DJ’ed events, and the remote internship with Denver Public Schools Career
Connect. Provided technical assistance for the KGNU Story-Telling virtual event.

Committee Participation
Stepped up leadership in KGNU committee work. While in-between News Directors, I took  responsibility
for the monthly review of News programs in the Program Committee. Later took  on the rotating role of
note-taker for those meetings. Worked with the Events Committee on the  evolution of the Yard Bazaar.
Attended monthly BOD meetings to provide Staff input where  needed. In these and other ways, my work
has expanded beyond the borders of Denver.

Goals 2022
1) Build out Audio Equipment Lending Library program, procedures, and inventory. 2)
Restructure in-studio training program for new volunteers.
3) Manage opening of Purple Studio production space.
4) Develop new community outreach partnerships, reconnect with long standing ones. 5) Build
up the Denver Studio music library.
6) Explore ways to connect KGNU with authors, public libraries, and literacy efforts. 7) Find
ways to leverage our new space at Buell Media Center for events, meetings,  media
partnerships leading to a higher profile for KGNU in Denver.

Evan Perkins, Operations Director

I believe we have and continue to work through the problems created by the coronavirus pandemic
well. While much progress has been slowed if not outright halted over the last 21 months, KGNU has
come together to hold on and thrive, with the resources available and the  heart that we have.

The FCC's large project to move and consolidate satellite frequency usage to make room for 5G cellular
traffic went well for us. The FCC offered reimbursement for costs incurred to broadcast stations, either in
a lump sum based on their estimates of the average cost of the equipment  and installation, or for actual
costs incurred. We took the lump-sum option, as our costs for only  one satellite dish were low. The
reimbursement process is proceeding (the money is coming  from the funds raised in the 5G auctions).
We expect close to $9000.

There is enthusiastic conversation about how to use that money. Some suggestions are to  make early
equipment investments in our planned digital studio upgrades, which could be put  into use immediately
and would be integral later in the process; upgrading our studio-transmitter  link and signal processing
equipment; transmitter upgrades; HD radio processors; purchasing  equipment for backups and
redundancies for critical components. No decisions have been  made yet, and there are a number of
factors to be considered.



Once again this year, I want to express extreme gratitude to volunteer engineers Thomas Andrews and
Eric Scace. Thomas continues to address engineering-related issues around the station. He has
become familiar with our broadcast boards and is adept at working under the hood. He can quickly
familiarize himself with equipment and can repair most anything we have  (including envelope stuffing
machines). He has come up with outside-the-box solutions for  persistent issues and is overall helping
make the station sound better across the board.

Eric has been keeping busy. His project list at KGNU is long, and he is paving the way for KGNU's
future growth. This is just a sample of the major projects he has taken on: AM tower repair; transmitter
remote control and monitoring; complex engineering studies and  planning; maintaining studio
interconnections; Internet access & bandwidth allocation; central  storage for Boulder and Denver, with
redundancies; and he has provided me with invaluable  advising and support. I am deeply grateful to
both of them.

As we move some operations to IP-based solutions, such as Denver-Boulder studio connectivity,
streaming, and remote access to our transmitter site, we are finding that we need  more bandwidth than
is provided by our office telephone and Internet provider. Eric contacted  LiveWire Networks, whose
owner Jim is enthusiastic about working with KGNU. His service has  provided us with a 75 mbps
connection, and he plans to double that. By comparison, our  telephone and office Internet provider
Allstream provides 10 mbps. It hasn't been without outages, and they are hindered by lack of access to
equipment due to the worldwide supply chain problems, but I have found the company to be responsive
and helpful. This, combined  with a possible doubling of our Allstream service (a feasibility study for this
has yet to be  performed), will provide us with reliable access and redundancy for our online streaming,
studio  interconnections, and general use.

I'm happy to have made a couple of money-saving changes. We switched our online streaming  format
from MP3 to AAC. AAC is a more modern format that provides a better audio quality at a  much lower
bitrate than MP3. Until fairly recently, AAC hadn't been supported widely by web  browsers and media
players, but it is now ubiquitous, and we are comfortable that the change  won't cause anyone problems
listening to KGNU or AfterFM online. The lower bandwidth  requirement cut our monthly bill with
streaming provider Streamguys by a healthy chunk.

Again, as we move operations online, we have dropped a few expensive ISDN lines. We used  ISDN to
connect to the Denver studio, to send our signal to the AM transmitter, and for other  broadcasters to
connect to us when they rent our studios. ISDN is an outdated service that is  increasingly losing
support from the telcos, and the IP equivalents don't cost extra, beyond one time equipment purchases.
Right now, we still pay for three ISDN lines, and when we get  reliable Internet access at the remote
transmitter sites, we may be able to drop the remaining  lines. We may decide to keep them active as
backup, though, until the telcos shut them down  altogether.

As you know, we provide online archives of our programming. The cloud-based automated  process
records from our webstream, but if there is any kind of outage or hiccup in the stream  or anywhere along
the way, the automated process fails. George and I built a backup archiving  computer that has helped
recover some of these lost recordings, which is a great relief for  everyone. It simply starts and stops
recording on a schedule, and recovering the audio files and  replacing them in the archives is a manual
process. George is working on reconfiguring the  automated system to bring it in-house and record from
the local source, rather than the online  stream. We believe this will be much more reliable.

While we have reopened in a limited way, a number of DJs still record their programs at home  and
upload them using the online submission forms, which we then load into the automation  system. That is



all working very well, and there are a number of us that can back up each other.  Hosts are also making
effective use of Zoom and Skype for interviews, both live and recorded,  and have become comfortable
with the process.

The day-to-day business keeps me busy. I maintain, repair, and upgrade computers and  equipment as
necessary, keep the various logs and online public information files up to date,  and buy office,
hospitality, production, and cleaning supplies. I do some work on the website,  posting Spotlight notices
and making basic corrections and updates. The ongoing effects of the  pandemic have required us to
adapt fairly strict occupation and scheduling rules, which the staff  has implemented well. I do get to
spend time with volunteers, though, with the proper precautions in place, providing assistance as
needed. This continues to be the joy of working at  KGNU.

I serve on the Budget and Nominating committees. As Nile Southern will report, we have  exciting
prospects in NomCom, and I'm really happy with the participation of the volunteer  members and work
we've done refining our procedures. I helped bring Shannon and Alexis on  board, providing them with
the resources and training they need and request.

I had to punt some of last year's long-term goals down the field. I have been talking with various  city
agencies about getting our building PACE-certified and compliant with zero-waste goals,  and I want to
start implementing their recommendations, as finances and resources allow. It  may be that we can
replace our fluorescent tubes with LED tubes, with rebates that will keep the  initial costs down, and with
hope we'd realize energy savings to offset costs fairly quickly. I will  provide support for Eric as we bring a
centralized file storage system and digital library online,  as well as for Indra in the implementation of the
software and DJ training for the digital library.  Tim and I have discussed moving to a central server
system for the Boulder network, which in  conjunction with the file storage will provide a unified work
experience on all the computers and  laptops at KGNU, as well as keep them up-to-date.

I'm always on the lookout for opportunities, and I appreciate everyone's input and feedback.
Working together, we keep the collaborative spirit of KGNU healthy.

Development Committee Annual Report, prepared by Barb Stern

Members Include: Yukari Miyame, Danielle G, Mary Reff, Barbara Stern
Staff Members: Sarah Shirazi and Verity Matthews.
Chair: Robert Hastings had been the Chair of this committee until July 2021.

Our meeting time was the 3rd Monday of the month at 5:00 p.m. When there was a transition  over the
summer, the Staff and members decided that meeting as needed and being task  oriented was the
best use of all of our time.

The focus of the committee is to support both Membership and Development in fulfilling the  stations’
budgetary goals in the areas of membership, grants, underwriting, and planned giving.

Our committee assisted in finding and researching grants, finding prizes for the Fund Drives,  and
searching for underwriters and sponsors.

The committee made many renewal and thank you calls for all membership drives which
translated into growth in memberships at KGNU.



When I first volunteered at KGNU seven plus years ago, it was with the Development  Committee. Ron
Nadel was the Chair. Some of the members I remember are Liz Lane, Yukari  Miyame, Jeanne Brisson,
Rise Keller. The project at task then, was creating a Legacy Brochure,  something I knew how to do so I
jumped right in to help. I also volunteered with the Events  Committee because I knew it would be fun.

While on Dev Comm and the Board, I have witnessed the transition in both the membership and
development departments. I sat on the hiring committees for both Sarah and Verity. Due to  these two
hirings and their collaboration, the growth in these two departments have allowed  KGNU to continue our
station mission and reach our financial goals. Thank you for all of your  hard work. And that’s the reason
the committee chose to be “support staff” and be in action with  timely tasks. KGNU has matured
financially. Something we all can celebrate.

Treasurer's Annual Report: See attached PDF

Events Committee Annual Report

Members include: Yukari Miyame, Meredith Carson, Dan Wilging, Shiquita  Yarbrough; Staff
members: Sarah Shirazi and Dave Ashton; Co-Chairs: Kathy Metzger, Barbara Stern,

Meeting time is the first Wednesday of the month at 6:00 p.m.

For fiscal year 2020-21 the KGNU Events Committee was responsible for  implementing Events that
generated $20,000 in net revenue, with significant staff  support.

Doing events during COVID-19 presented challenges we never experienced before,  such as, can we be
in person or do we do events virtually and when are hybrid  events appropriate.

Events included:
● Holiday Party held virtually December 12, 2020 for the entire KGNU  Community
● Mardi Gras was held virtually on Saturday, Feb. 13, 2021. Net revenue  $4,549.46
● Lecture Series/Workshop with Author Sarah Elkins was held virtually on April  28, 2021, Net

revenue $135.00.
● Plant Sale/Birthday party did not happen as we have done in past, but  Harlequin Nursery

gave KGNU a percentage of their sales which was  $1,464.00
● The Charles was our first in-person event on July 18, 2021. We simplified the  event by having a

food truck (Tostadas Food Truck) instead of serving BBQ  made by Michael C. Net was $6,500.00
about $600.00 less than when we did  the Charles on our 40th Anniversary.

● Yard Bazaar held on September 4 was a huge one-day event with lots of  back breaking
work. The sale netted approximately $9,000.00.

Total Revenue Generated: $21,648.46

The committee is now working on the next Mardi Gras (Feb 5 2022) and a Lecture  with Dave Zirin date
TBD)



Strategic Planning Committee Annual Report

1. To strongly support and exemplify the spirit of community, inclusiveness and safety in all
aspects of  KGNU’s culture and operations

Actual progress
Monthly DEI trainings for Staff led by the Building Bridges Organization wrapped  up in September.

As noted by KGNU teammates of color, these trainings have opened-up a safe  space within the
organization enabling this challenging conversation to advance while also laying the groundwork for
greater tangible in roads to be made moving  forward.

There has been a very slight increase in diversity in our staffing racial/ethnic  composition from
where we were a year ago.

An intentional ongoing effort is being made to recruit a more diverse slate of  candidates to fill Staff
positions when they open-up by posting with partner organizations focused on strengthening
diversity pipelines.

In our live music programming the artists being presented are increasingly more diverse

We continue to work with more BIPOC businesses and having them become an  increasingly
important component of our Underwriting landscape.

Because of our ubiquitous use of ZOOM throughout the organization, this has provided increased
opportunity for community participation/inclusion at our Committee and Board meetings.

We’ve started to build-back opportunities for volunteers to gather and be appreciated. In this last
year the Board hosted two live Volunteer appreciation events—this in addition to three virtual
Volunteer appreciation events. And space  has been reserved in Boulder for our annual in-person
Station retreat this coming  January, which obviously couldn’t happen last January due to Covid.

We continue to maintain clean hygienic work environments at our Boulder and Denver facilities and
adhere to strict well-defined Covid protocols.

More work yet to be done
The Board did a couple of DEI trainings in this last fiscal year. There is a need tobuild on this and
consider how to practically move this forward, so that the Board and Committees become more
racially/ethnically and demographically diverse.

Consideration needs to be given as to how our DEI trainings/initiatives can move beyond Staff and
Board and expand to include our larger ranks of stakeholders.

2. To have an organizational structure that is agile, efficient and supports BCBA growth

Actual progress
We’ve seen significant progress in designing the build-out and modernizing of our digital infrastructure
which already is paying big dividends in increasing our overall operational efficiency, AM remote site
monitoring and SalesForce upgrade are prime examples.

And it’s not just about making better usage of our precious human capital, it’s just  as much about being
able to do things and expand our capabilities that were just  not possible in the past.

Such infrastructure improvements have made a huge difference in how well our fund drives are now
being conducted. And our new membership database helps us  in identifying funding opportunities as
we move full swing into our Capital  Campaign

Also, we’re now able to track things more accurately giving us a better view of the  big picture. This
heretofore hasn’t been easy or in some cases even possible.



With overall better access to more accurate information our various departments can now make better,
more informed decisions. And our volunteers, particularly our on-air folks now have access to an
increasingly
comprehensive online library of information, consisting of training materials, best practices, established
procedures, how to do what… pretty much answering more questions a volunteer might have, all
conveniently available 24/7 from their smartphone or laptop. This allows more consistent training and
less need for one-on-one sessions.

These examples and so much more, not only allow Staff, Volunteers and Station Departments to work
more efficiently, it also helps KGNU to deliver on its mission and provide an ever-expanding array of
capabilities, programming and services.

One structural change to report—a couple of our ad-hoc Committees are now meeting quarterly
instead of monthly, to be more respectful of and make better use of our committee members’ time.

More work yet to be done
It is estimated that we have completed 80 to 90 percent of our infrastructure integration targets in
regards to membership database upgrade and integrations. But it’s good to keep in mind that such
efforts are ongoing. There is always more to do—as infrastructure can always be improved and
better optimized.

3. Upgraded BCBA broadcast facilities

Actual progress
The KGNU Mobile App released last Spring, and this effectively increases KGNU’s coverage and
broadcast footprint way beyond our current terrestrial broadcast geographic limitations. To date the
Mobile App has been downloaded 2442 times, exceeding initial expectations.

We have been operating our Denver studios out of its new home in the Buell Media Center for about
a year now. Our second studio in the Buell is now a functioning production studio, dramatically
increasing our live and off-line production capabilities.

We now have substantial remote access capabilities at our AM transmitter site allowing us to receive
much more timely and informative alerts as well as some capability to fix things automatically and
remotely. This takes a tremendous burden off-of our technical folks and our Denver Program
Manager.

Filed for an FCC “Footprint Expansion” which involved many man-hours of work, a deep understanding
of broadcast engineering, a firm grasp of FCC regulations as well as having good conversations with
other stations whose broadcast frequencies and geographic reach overlap with KGNU’s. This is a
significant and huge first step in increasing our terrestrial reach and expanding who can listen tous over
the radio. Approval is pending.

We recently received seed funding from Denver Human Services for an “Equipment Access Program,“ in
which KGNU loans out audio equipment such as DJ Kits, Home Audio Production Kits and Podcast Kits
to members in the community interested in getting more involved in media production. This not only will
create more opportunities for volunteers but also potentially increases our own in-house stable of
program offerings by getting more gear into the hands of folks who otherwise may not have access to
media production tools.

More work yet to be done
Always ongoing work as we strive to improve and extend our broadcast signal.

4. To provide a vibrant multicultural community media center



More work yet to be done
-Capital Campaign, Capital Campaign, Capital Campaign!

5. To have diverse and sustainable revenue models that increase contributed and earned
revenue

Actual progress
We came very close to meeting our 2021 Underwriting targets.
As our 2nd Studio at the Buell Media Center is up and running this provides new revenue opportunities
in Denver.

Our AM rent is being reduced

Grants continue to be good

For this fiscal year, we were projecting to have a $75k deficit. But instead as we close out our fiscal
year we have ended up with a $125k surplus.

More work yet to be done
Right now, Studio rental revenue is down due to Covid. However conversations are in place to shift this
reality with some hidden opportunities waiting to be  uncovered.

6. Increased civic engagement and community impact

Actual progress
There is increased public awareness and recognition of KGNU excellence

This is particularly evident in the type of recognition KGNU is receiving from organizations such as
COLab, the Colorado Media Project, Boulder Arts Commission, NFCB, News Revenue Hub,
Impact Architects, and others.

It is significant that during 2021 many of the grants that we are received are coming from Denver
organizations.

More work Yet to be done
It is still good to ask the question, how we continue to better get the word out about KGNU. How do
we let the average person on the street become aware of KGNU and all of the great programming
and initiatives that we are a part of?

Nominating Committee Annual Report, prepared by Barb Stern

Members Include: Yukari Miyame, Danielle G, Mary Reff, Barbara Stern
Staff Members: Sarah Shirazi and Verity Matthews.  Chair: Robert Hastings had been the Chair of this
committee until July 2021.

Our meeting time was the 3rd Monday of the month at 5:00 p.m. When there was a transition  over the
summer, the Staff and members decided that meeting as needed and being task  oriented was the
best use of all of our time.

The focus of the committee is to support both Membership and Development in fulfilling the  stations’
budgetary goals in the areas of membership, grants, underwriting, and planned giving.



Our committee assisted in finding and researching grants, finding prizes for the Fund Drives,  and
searching for underwriters and sponsors.

The committee made many renewal and thank you calls for all membership drives which
translated into growth in memberships at KGNU.

When I first volunteered at KGNU seven plus years ago, it was with the Development  Committee. Ron
Nadel was the Chair. Some of the members I remember are Liz Lane, Yukari  Miyame, Jeanne Brisson,
Rise Keller. The project at task then, was creating a Legacy Brochure,  something I knew how to do so I
jumped right in to help. I also volunteered with the Events  Committee because I knew it would be fun.

While on Dev Comm and the Board, I have witnessed the transition in both the membership and
development departments. I sat on the hiring committees for both Sarah and Verity. Due to  these two
hirings and their collaboration, the growth in these two departments have allowed  KGNU to continue our
station mission and reach our financial goals. Thank you for all of your  hard work. And that’s the reason
the committee chose to be “support staff” and be in action with  timely tasks. KGNU has matured
financially. Something we all can celebrate.

Amplifying Community: Capital Expansion Committee Annual Report
November 2021, Co-chairs: Kathy Partridge and Elena Klaver; established in
September 2018.

Purpose Statement: CAPITAL EXPANSION COMMITTEE is to strategically structure, support, and
sustain KGNU’s 4+ year effort to raise the necessary capital funds to implement KGNU’s vision to
expand its primary physical space in Boulder, CO to establish an environmentally sustainable
multi-cultural community media center and regional media-makers space serving the Front Range.

The CEC is in a process of transition from a group that meets monthly to a project that will merge into
the entire board as a whole. To state the obvious, the pandemic, 2020 elections, social justice upheaval
throughout much of the year affected our fundraising  work.

In 2021, we were still in “a silent phase”, reaching out for commitments of major  donations, before going
public with the campaign ask. During FY20-21 an additional  $38,000 was raised. To date we have
secured approximately $420,000 in donated and  pledged donations towards our overall $1.75MM goal.

Several board members have organized social events for November to promote the  Amplifying
Community Campaign in their social circle of prospects.

We on the committee have reached out to prospective donors, and will be encouraging  the entire board
to participate more proactively. Staff has worked to prepare additional  written resources and materials
for use in preparing to present to prospective donors  that reflect the different scenarios and options,
depending on how much money we are  able to raise.

The station did receive in-kind donations of significant value to support part of the signal  upgrade portion
of the campaign. This includes two HD FM Transmitters.

Rebekah Hartmann has volunteered to serve as the FY21-22 Committee Chair for the  Amplifying
Community Capital Expansion Committee.



Program Committee Annual Report

Attendance:
For the time period January through September (the Committee did not meet in  October),
attendance averaged 10 each meeting (with a low of 7 and high of 12 in  attendance). This
reflected slightly increased attendance and participation in the Programming Committee. This was
likely due to several intense discussion topics. The Program Committee welcomed the new News
Director in April.

Show Reviews:
Review of news and music shows continued steadily throughout the year. Show
reviews included:

News: Metro (2 shows), Hemispheres. Radio Bilingue (Linea Abierta), Destination
Freedom, Thom Hartmann, Ralph Nader, Tributaries, The World, Black Talk, It’s the
Economy
Music: Electronic Air, Gospel Chime, Reggae Bloodlines, Highway 322, Honky Tonk
Heroes, Old Grass Gnu Grass

Major Discussions:
∙ Response to the COVID-19 pandemic, including safety policies for show hosts, co-hosts,  guests in

the studios
∙ KGNU’s Covid coverage and feedback from listeners
∙ Caller feedback regarding new Spanish speaking shows
∙ 4-5 News Block and possible shift in news/public affairs offerings
∙ KGNU’s procedures regarding handling of programming changes, receiving feedback  and

informing the audience
∙ Tributaries requested switching to every other week
∙ Fund drive considerations for special themed shows, i.e. Women’s History Month ∙ Host vs.
Co-host situations - when is it necessary to go through standard radio training ∙ Suggestion that
more new DJs come up for program review, not those on the air for  years
∙ Revamping of show review feedback forms
∙ Prioritize solidifying content for pocket guides
∙ News content shows filling out descriptions in Comrad
∙ Legality of formats for announcing Translator IDs
∙ Discussion of show Labor Exchange

KGNU Community Advisory Board Meeting Annual Report

The KGNU Community Advisory Board met twice during 2021. April 21st and November 5th.  All CAB
meetings are open to the public. Meetings have been held via zoom.

Longtime CAB member Louis Wolfe attended his last meeting on April 21st. Thia Gonzalez,  Roxy Goss,
and Carmen Ramirez continue to serve on the CAB. Three new members attended  the November 5th
CAB meeting, Guillermo Estrada (Boulder County), Kim Medina (Ft. Collins),  and Michal Duffy
(Jamestown).

Dane Desai, a participant in the KGNU Youth Engagement Research project has expressed his  interest
in joining the CAB as a youth member for a year term.

Primary discussions this year focused on four primary buckets:

- The station’s overall sound, delivery, and perceived impact of content, as well as quality  of
programming.



- An ear was on transitions in the News Department with the interim Morning News
Producers and the transition to our new News Director.

- Another primary focus of discussion was on the addition of more Spanish language  content,
Linea Abierta, afternoon Spanish Headlines, more bilingual productions.

- Additional focus was on digital communications, the new KGNU APP, enewsletter, and  social
media presence and engagement.

CAB members overwhelmingly supported the increase in bilingual and Spanish language  services
being provided by KGNU. They recognized and emphasized the mission alignment  with beginning to
provide Linea Abierta as a rare progressive oriented Spanish language news  and analysis program not
offered by other media outlets along the Colorado Front Range.

CAB was very much in alignment that the interim transition in the News Department was smooth  and
continued to provide local context and content that highlighted relevant issues and topics  while a new
News Director was being searched for. While they cited that they can hear some  growing pains with new
staffing on-air, they appreciate the authenticity and effort to continue to  provide lesser heard voices and
issues from the community.

CAB had positive feedback on Fund Drive themed shows, the preparation and the connection to
community in the overall sound of the station. They cited increased consistency in sound with  regular
psa’s, promos, underwriting, and transitions between programs. All of which CAB felt  continues to be
consistent with the KGNU mission.

CAB greatly appreciated the introduction of the new KGNU APP, recognizing that this will  present
significant opportunity to reach more listeners, in particular people in geographic areas  challenged by
mediocre or poor reception of terrestrial signals, as well as for people who are not  able to tune into the
programs they prefer at the time they air. The cited the ease of installation  and the many options. They
cited the importance of increasing promotions and awareness of  the many offerings that the offer
provides. CAB highly recommended the Enewsletter, and how it highlights the many different offerings,
events, content, & activities/services that KGNU offers.  CAB recommends more cross-promotions of
programs, events, services across air, social  media, website, Enewsletter including how to access
“On-Demand” content in the APP, which  they unanimously felt was more obvious word-choice than
“Archives” in regards to accessing  previously aired content via the APP.

The KGNU CAB plans to meet in March and October 2022.

Final Business: Nominating Committee presentation of Board executives slate, 2021-2022 Chair
positions, Committees, vote on slate and approval from Board.

Final Comments: Discussion about the future of KGNU, concerns and suggestions.

Adjourn: 9:30 p.m.


